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EITC/EL/LDASH LearnDash WordPress LMS

Certification Programme examination result: 60%

Certification Programme description:
Introduction: LearnDash LMS for WordPress - the new standard in online courses; First steps in LearnDash: an introduction, creating courses, adding
lessons to courses, adding topics to lessons, evaluating students with quizzes, using WooCommerce with LearnDash, processing payments with Stripe,
custom login pages with the Uncanny Toolkit, custom login pages with Theme My Login, creating a course grid; Advancing in LearnDash: creating a course
sales page, Astra theme for LearnDash, Academy Pro theme for LearnDash, popular hosts for LearnDash, simple course gamification strategy,
WooCommerce course redirect, customizing courses with Astra theme, creating a custom course login page, quiz builder and reusable questions, using
LearnDash with Gutenberg, creating custom course sidebars, adaptive learning with LearnDash; LearnDash with WooCommerce: using WooCommerce
with LearnDash, course subscriptions with WooCommerce; LearnDash in WordPress: getting e-mails to send with WordPress, setting up WordPress user
registration, advanced user registration for WordPress, user profiles, WordPress and LearnDash, multilingual options for WordPress and LearnDash;
LearnDash with memberships: memberships, WordPress and LearnDash, using MemberPress with LearnDash, using WishList Member with LearnDash,
overview of LearnDash Groups / Memberships; LearnDash with Elementor: using LearnDash with Elementor Pro, using Elementor Pro and LearnDash with
WooCommerce; Automating LearnDash: introduction to Zapier automation of LearnDash, advancing in using Zapier to automate LearnDash; Certificates in
LearnDash: introduction to LearnDash certificates, advancing in LearnDash certificates creation; Strategies for success: LearnDash course builder, using
lessons in multiple courses, structuring LearnDash courses, improving course completion rates, turning blog posts into lessons, cross-promoting
LearnDash courses, building e-mail lists by offering free lessons
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